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NATIONAL LOVE NOTE DAY BRINGS FAMILIES CLOSER TOGETHER 

“The Original Love Box is the perfect way to lead your family in a tradition of love and gratitude 
for each other.”  -Rachael Bodie, Mom & John Maxwell Co. 

 BRASELTON, GA - We all want caring families and closer communities, but with all the 

difficult happenings in the world, creating close relationships can be challenging. Fortunately, 

there’s something positive for families to do together to grow in love.   

Enter: Christine and Bob Martinello, inventors of the Original Love Box, with their 

merry band of ‘Love Agents’.  They are on a mission to ‘Give more love, one note at a time.’  

   National Love Note Day is coming and the Martinello’s are celebrating it by bringing 

families, friends and non-profits together at ‘Love Notes Live!’ events.  Currently two events are 

planned.  One event is in Flowery Branch, GA and will be on Sun., Sept. 25th from 3 – 6 pm at 

Mocha Moes coffee house.  The other one is in Dayton, Ohio.   

 People will participate in the Original Love Box tradition by writing love notes to family 

members, friends and 300 women in five local charities.  Martinello says, “Let’s come together 

and celebrate love, peace and community.”  The Martinello’s will speak about “How to grow in 

Love.”   

 Martinello says, “Creating closer families and community takes some time and effort. 

We’ll provide an opportunity for everyone to express their love at the ‘Love Notes Live’ event.  

We are excited to see the love flow and the lifelong impact that heartfelt notes provide.  The 

Original Love Box creates an experience for people to love one another in a new way and love 



their neighbor too.  With everything going on in the world, don’t you think it’s time to invest in 

each other and love?”   

“The Original Love Box is a lovely resource for families to nurture and commemorate the seeds 

of their love. The book provides couples of any age a way to grow closer to one another. 

Beautiful for any phase of life!” -Lisa Hendey, Author & CatholicMom.com Creator  

###  

Christine Martinello is the CEO of Training Solutions Int’l and inventor of the Original Love 

Box. As an international speaker, best-selling author, she is a leading authority on leadership, 

life-balancing and loving life. 

For more information, visit www.originallovebox.com or call Christine Martinello at 

(678) 960- 4123 

 

 
 


